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ABSTRACT. The theory of Nye and of Weertman of traveling waves on glaciers is extended to cover the 
situatio n where the presence of abu nd ant basal water or increased basal water press ure produces inc reased sli ding 
o f a glac ier ove r its bed. It is found that the rat io of traveling· wave velocity to surface veloc it y is independent of 
the amou nt of wate r or the basal water pressure. The theoretical va lue of thi s ratio. about 4 to 5. agrees with that 

found in field measurements (the most recent data are from Mer de Glace). It is concluded that field 
observations of traveling-wave veloc ities lend strong support to any glacier slidin g theory in wh ic h the sliding 
ve locity is proportional to the basal shea r s tress raised to abo ut a second to fifth power and in which the sliding 
velocity is a function of either or bot h the amount of water at the bed of a glacier a nd the pressure within thi s 
wa ter. 

RES UME. Film d'eau basal, pression d'eau au fond el vilesse de parcollrs des ondes cini!l11Gliques da lls les 
glaciers. La theorie de Nye et de Weertman des ondes cinemat iques est etendue pour couvrir le cas ou la presence 
d ' une abonda nte quantite d'eau au fond o u une pression croissante d'eau accroit la vit esse de glissement d 'un 
glac ier sur son lit. On trou ve que le rapport entre la vitesse de i'onde et la vitesse superficiell e du g lacier est 
independ ante de la quantite d'eau ou de la pression de i'eau a u fond. La valeur theorique de ce rapport. environ 4 
ou 5. concorde avec celui trouve dans les mesures sur le terrain (les donnees les plu s recentes proviennent de la 
Mer de Glace). On en conclut que les observations de terrain des ondes ci nematiques conduisent a corroborer 
toute theorie sur le gli ssement des glaciers dans laquell e la vitesse de gli ssemcnt est proportionnelle au cisai ll ement 
au fond eleve a une puissance deux it cinq et dans laq uelle la vitesse de glissement est fonction it la foi s de la 
quantite eI'cau au ni veau elu lit et de la pression it i'interieur de cette eau. 

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG. Wasserjilm sowie Wasserdruck am Unlergrund und Geschwilldigkeil kinemalischer 
We/len auf Glelschem . Die Thearie der kinelllati schen Wellen auf Gletschern vo n Nye und Weertman wirel auf 
den Fall ausgedehnt. dass infolge des Vorha ndenseins reichlichen Wassers oder erhiihtcn Wasserd rucks am 
Untergrund das Gleiten eines Gletsc hers iiber sein Bett zunimlllt. Es ergibt sic h dass das Verhiiltni s der 
Gesc hwi ndigkeit der kinelllati schen W elle zur Oberftachengeschwindigkeit unabhiin gig van Wassermenge und 
·druck am Untergrund ist. Oer theoretische Wert dieses Verhaltnisses. etwa 4- 5. stilllmt gu t mit den 
Feldbeobachtungen iiberein (die neuesten Werte stalll men vo m Mer de Glace). Daraus wird gefo lgert , dass 
Feldbeabachtungen von GeschlVindigkeiten kinemati scher Wellen jede Theorie des Gletschcrgleitens unterstiitzen. 
in der die Geschwind ig keit proportional zur Scherspannung am Untergrund. erhoben in die zweite bis fii nfte 
Po tenz. ist und in der die Gleitgeschwindigkeit eine Funktion entweder der Wassermenge am G letscherbett od er 
des Oruckes in diesem W asser oder beider is!. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Recent analysis by L1iboutry and Reynaud (1981), as well as that presented in papers cited 
by them (L1 iboutry, 1958 ; Martin , [1978]), has shown that kinematic waves move down the 
glacier Mer de Glace at velocities of about five times the annually averaged surface velocity. 
They rega rd their re sults to be inconsistent with the theory of traveling waves given by N ye and 
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by Weertman (see references cited by Lli bout ry and Reynaud) prima ril y because this theory 
(called the NW theory hereafter) uses in it s eq uations a rela tionshi p for glacier sliding veloc ity S 
where S is proportiona l to the basal shear stre ss raised to a power. They ri ghtl y poi nt out th a t. 
because of seasonal melt-water fiu ctuations. temperate glaciers. which Mer de G lace is. usua ll y 
have la rge seasonal flu ctu ations in their motion although the basal shear stress remain s almost 
unchanged during a period of one year. Moreover. the long-term annu a ll y-averaged surface 
velocity change at anyone place on Mer de Glace does not refl ect the long-term change in the 
basal shear stress. 

The NW theory does make the prediction that kinemati c waves. de pendin g upon the rela ti ve 
width to depth of a glacier, should travel down glacie rs at velociti es of the o rder of ( 11 - I) to 
(/1 + I) times the surface velocity. Here 11 is the power of the Glen creep equ ation for ice. At 
moderate stresses the d imensionless constant 11 is approxi ma tely eq ual to three. At stresses above 
abou t 2 to 3 MPa (20 to 30 bars) power-law creep breaks dow n and the effecti ve value of 11 is 
larger th e larger is the stress. The stress around glac ier bed obs tacles can be ex pected to be of thc 
magnitude where the ex ponent 11 should have va lues of the order of four to five. Thu s when 
sliding is a major mechani sm of a glacier's moti on. kinemati c wave veloc ities of the order of fi ve 
times the surface velocity is a reasonable expectati on according to th e NW theory. But th e 
criti cism of L1iboutry and Reynaud suggests that thi s appa rent agreement could be for the wro ng 
reason. 

The altern ati ve expl anati on of the observed kinemati c wave velocities found for Mer de Gl ace 
th at is presented in the paper of L1iboutry and Reynaud is, as they admit. tentati \le and 
incomplete. Because it is developed for the special conditi ons of Mer de Gl ace it would not 
necessaril y account fo r the measurements of traveling wave velocities, which are of the order of 
four times the surface ve locity. fo und for o ther glaciers (Sharp. 1954). 

The NW theory of trave ling glacier waves is rather gencra l and actu all y is no t res tri cted in it s 
applica tion to some parti c ula r glacier sliding theory. Altho ugh it was developed by mak ing use of 
a glacier sliding law that was deri ved for the cond ition th at a large amount of wa ter is not present 
at a glacier bed. there is no reason why thi s theory cannot be ex tended to sliding laws developed 
under the assumption th at a large amount of water is present at the bed. It is the purpose of thi s 
paper to do just th at. It is shown in the sections th a t fo ll ow that the predicted veloc it y of 
kinemati c glacier surface waves is virtua ll y the ame as tha t given in the ea rli er papers. 

2. TH EO RY 

Consider a glacier which is wide enough that spati a l velocit y va ri atio ns in the transverse 
direction are not important. Let S aga in be the sli din g velocity and U be the component of the 
surface velocity that a ri ses from intern al ice deformati on. The surface velocity is the sum of S 
and U. The velocity term U is given by 

( I ) 

where a is the basal shear stress. 11 ;::; 3 fo r ice subjected to moderate stress. and Uo and ao a re 
constants with dimensio ns of velocity and stress respecti vely. (A set of two constants of which 
one is redundant. rather th an onl y one constant. is used in thi s equation and other equations fo r 
dimensional clarit y.) In the NW theory the sli ding velocity S was taken to be given by the 
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equat ion 

(2) 

where So is a nother constant with dimension of velocity. The dimensionless exponent 111 in 
Equation (2) is equal to 

m = (n' + 1)/ 2 (3) 

where Il ' in Equation (3) is the effective value of n at the stress level around a bed of obstacles. 
The kinematic wave velocity W of a perturbation in the ice thickness derived in the NW 

theory from Equations (I) and (2) is 

W = (m+ I)S +(I1+ I)U. (4) 

(In Lliboulry and Reynaud (1981) it is stated that in the Weertman paper on traveling waves 
onl y the sliding motion of a glacier is used. This is an oversight in their paper. The Weerlman 
lheory is a general one that considers both internal motion and sliding motion and considers as 
well the diffusional widening of surface waves and the exponential time dependence of surface 
perlurbations.) 

The kinematic wave velocity given by Equation (4) is that found from perturbation theory 
when the diffusional broadening term is ignored. In the "N" form of this theory the diffusional 
term is o(D or5h/ox)/ox where D is the "diffusion" constant, r5h the perturbed-ice thickness, and x 
is the distance down a glacier. When D is not independent of x this term is equal to the sum 
(oD/ox)or5h/ox + D o2r5h/ox2

• The first of these two terms adds a contribution - (aD/ox) to the 
va lue of the kinematic wave velocity. In the "w" form of the theory the equivalent term has been 
given a more explicit expressioJ'i> (when sliding dominates the glacier motion). In it the kinematic 
wave velocity, instead of being equal to (m + I )S, is equal to (m + I)S - {(m + I )S(,8 - a)/ a} -
{A (m - I )/ a }. Here,8 is the average slope of the bottom ice surface, a the average slope of the top 
ice surface (,8 and a are positive for a down-hill slope), and A is the accumulation rate. When the 
ratios (,8 - a)/ a and A/Sa are small compared to one the correction to the traveling-wave 
velocity from the diffusion term is small. 

2.1. Effect afwater 

There are two ways that water can increase the sliding velocity of a glacier. The presence of 
large amounts of water at the bed causes the ice to be separated from the bed. Consequently the 
effective bed that the glacier ice "sees" is smoother than the actual bed. It is reasonable to expect 
that the smoother the bed the faster a glacier will slide over it. Smoothing the bed, of course, 
produces larger deviatoric stress concentrations at the up-stream sides of the remaining 
obstacles . The resultant increase in creep flow rate around these obstacles produces faster sliding 
velocities . 

There is a second way that the deviatoric stress at the up-stream side of obstacles can be 
increased without smoothing out the bed appreciably. It is shown below that, from a balance of 
forces argument, if a water cavity exists on the down-stream side of a protuberance, increasing 
the water pressure within the cavity, leads to an increase in the deviatoric stress that acts on the 
up-stream side of the protuberance. Therefore, increasing the pressure of the water at the bed 
that is connected to down-stream cavities must increase the sliding velocity. Thus, increasing the 
amount of water at a glacier bed or increasing the water pressure at the bed or increasing both 
together should cause the sliding velocity of a glacier to increase. 
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(a) Water film 

The first way water increases the sliding velocity is shown in Figure I. A glacier bed can be 
expected to contain irregularities of all sizes in its profiles. The presence of a water film of 
appreciable thickness has the effect of smoothing the bed profile so that irregularities of a scale of 
the order of or smaller than the water-layer thickness are effectively removed over a major 
fraction of the glacier bed. The effective bed that the glacier ice "sees" is smoother than the real 
bed and consequently the glacier slides over the effective bed with a faster velocity at a given 
value of the basal shear stress. The sliding velocity S is estimated by Weertman (1969) to be 
given by 

(5) 

where d is the average thickness of the water film and d* is the height of the obstacles that offer 
the major resistance to sliding when d « d* . The value of d* is given by (Weertman. 1969) 

d* = do (o%/", - m) (6) 

where do is a constant with dimension of length. Thus when d ~ d* / I 0 Equation (5) reduces to 

(7) 

(it should be noted that the presence of "little" bumps on the tops of the " large" bumps of Figure 
I, which are not drowned by the water film and which may be smaller than d* / 10. will not alter 
appreciably the average sliding velocity given by Equation (7). The ice flow around the larger 
bumps takes place primarily by creep deformation over a length scale of the order of the size' of 
the larger bump. This scale length is greater tha n the size of the smaller bUll1p . So long as the 
valley bottoll1s around the larger bumps are filled sufficiently with water that the "friction" stress 
there has a very low value, the ice flow around the larger obstacles is not inhibited appreciably by 
the zones of higher friction stress at the tops of these obstacles.) 

If Equation (7) is substituted into the NW theory, the velocity of traveling surface waves on 
glaciers becomes 

W= (n'+ I)S +(n + I)U (8) 

If, because of the copious presence of water at the base of a glacier, the liding term S is much 

Ice 

Ice 

Rock 

(NO WATER FILM) 

(WATER FILM) 

water 
film 

Fig. J . Longitudinal cross-section of a glacier bed with and without a water film showing irregularities of two 
different sizes. The actual bed contains all sizes. A transverse cross-section would have a similar appearallce. 
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larger than the internal deformation term the ratio W/S is 

W/(S + U)-;::;:, W/S = /1 ' + I. (9) 

This ratio is independent of the actual value of the water-film thickness and thus of the amount of 
water present at a glacier bed. Thus the fact that the surface velocity or a glacier may vary 
widel y during the course of a year, because of large changes of the amount of melt water present 
at the bed. does not change the value or the ratio or surrace-wave velocity W to surrace velocity. 
Even when the average value of the velocities U and S are comparable. this ratio can only vary 
between the limits or /1 + I and /1' + I or between the limits of (n' + 1)/2 and /1' + I. Thus despite 
the fact that the surrace velocity may change drastically while the basal shear stress remains 
virtually constant. the ratio of the traveling wave velocity to surface velocity is almost constant 
and has a value or approximately what is observed. This conclusion should apply to both the 
ratio of the instantaneous value or the surrace-wave velocity (which has never been measured) to 
the instantaneous surrace velocity as well as to the annually averaged values or these quantities. 

(b) Water pressure 

The second way that water may be able to influence the sliding velocity is through the erfect 
of water pressure. This pressure effect can be explained with the aid of Figure 2. Figure 2 shows 
an individual bump on a glacier bed. No other bump occurs within a distance L from this one. rr 
01 is the average local value of the shear stress out to the distance L then the bump must support 
a horizontal force 01 L 2 if the rock-ice interface is frictionless. Let Pu be the pressue at the 
ice- rock interrace on the up-stream side of the bump and Pw be the water pressure in a water
filled cavity on the down-stream side of the bump. The values of Pu and Pw have to be such that 

(10) 

where a2 is the cross-sectional area of the bump and a is its average dimension. The deviatoric 
stress on the up-stream side of the obstacles is of the order of Pu - PI where PI is the average 
local value or the hydrostatic pressure within the ice out to a distance or the order or L. By 
Glen's creep law, the creep rate of ice on the up-stream side of the bump is proportional to 
(Pu - Plr' . The sliding velocity of ice past the bump is proportional to this creep rate and to the 
size or the bump. Thus S is equal to 

(11 ) 

where S6 is the constant. It should be noted that Equation (11) is valid when cavities are so large 
that rurther size changes of the cavities, and the pressure changes on the ice sole where it is still 
in " contact" with the down-stream face of obstacles, can be neglected. 

ICE MOTION 

a -
Rock 

• 

WATER 
CAVITY 

b 

Ice 

Fig. 2. Cross-section of an isolated bump at a bed with a water cavity 
behind it. Dimensions of bump are of the order of distance a in all 
three directions. 
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The length b that the water cavity has in Figure 2 can be foun d by calcul ating how fas t a 
cavity closes under a differenti al pressure of P I - P",. Thus the di stance b is of the order of 

( 12) 

Th e largest value Pw can have is equ al to P I and the small est va lue Pw can have is wh en there is 
no cavity. In the latter case P w = PI - ! ol(L /af, a result required from the sy mmetry of the ice 
fl ow around an obstacle. 

The component of the traveling-wave veloc ity that ari es from the sliding moti on Ws is given 
by the NW theory from the equ atio n 

Ws = 8(Sh)/(}h ( 13) 

where h is the ice thick ness. I f Equ ation ( 11 ) is pl aced into Eq uati on ( 13) and the basa l shear
stress term 0 1 as well as the term PI are considered to be proportio nal to the ice thi ckness (01 is 
also proporti onal to the surface slo pe), the following equ ation for Ws is o btained: 

( 14) 

The term h (} P w/8h can be expected to be of the order of Pw' Th a t is, the thicker a glacier the 
larger the water pressure is likely to be. If Pw is proportional to the ice thickness, then Pw ' 

obviously, is exactl y equal to h 8P w/8h even if the constant of proportionality va ri es with 
di stance along the glacier. Since Pw is expected to va ry between the limits o f PI and 
PI - kl (L / a)2 and since both the terms P I and 0 1 are proportional to h, it is reasonable to expect 
th at h (J Pw /8h -:::::, Pw' Thus Equation ( 14) reduces to 

Ws/ S ::=. I /1 ' . ( 15) 

The ratio Ws/S , a t least to a fir st approxim ati on, is independe nt of the water pressure and has 
the same value as that given by Equation (9). 

3. DISCU SSION 

The results of the previous section show th at it is reasonable to expec t that the ra ti o of the 
traveling-wave velocity to surface velocity should be almost a con ta nt despite the fac t that the 
surface velocity may change by very large amounts during the pas age of the seasons. The 
expected value of thi s ratio, I + /1 ', is of the order of the observed one. 

The large velocity changes of temperate glac iers pres umably a re due to fluctuati ons of the 
amount of water at the bed of a glacier and to flu ctu ati ons of the pressure of thi s water. The 
expl anation of an increase in slidin g velocity by an increase in the amo unt of water a t the bed (an 
increase in the average thickness of the water film ) is very straightfo rward, and the pa rt of our 
paper dealing with the water-film effect is reasonabl y certain in it s conclu sion. On the o ther hand 
it is obviously a gross simplification to consider the effect of water pressure on the sliding motion 
by looking at onl y one bump at the bed and considering what happens there to be representati ve 
of what happens everywhere. Irregulariti es come in a ll izes and a reasonably complete theory 
must consider wh at the water pressure is behind bumps of all sizes and the fl ow of water between 
a ll sizes of cavities. This theory does not yet exi st. Lliboutry's slidin g theories (Lliboutry. 1979) 
which have focused on the water-pressure question indica te that the fin al and complete theory 
will undoubtedl y be a rather complicated one. 
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Nevertheless, the simple picture of Figure 2 presents, we believe, the essence of the water
pressure effect. I ncreasing the water pressure insures that the deviatoric stress on the up-stream 
side of obstacles must increase. But, it should be noted, the deviatoric stress always remains 
proportional to the basal shear stress. (This condition is essential to our analysis.) It is this stress 
that causes ice to flow around an obstacle. The larger this stress can be made the faster the 
glacier slides. The largest increase that a change in the water pressure can produce is the factor 
2n

' , which is of the order of 8 to 32 for values of n' in the range of 3 ~ n' < 5. The increase in the 
sliding velOl:ity that is caused by increasing the thickness of the water film, on the other hand, is 
unlimited. 

It should be emphasized that in this paper the glacier bed is considered to have a full 
spectrum of obstacles sizes. If a glacier bed is used which does not contain irregularities with 
sizes larger than some cut-off size, the sliding velocity becomes independent of basal shear stress 
and can have infinite values once the film thickness is close to this cut-off size. The water 
pressure is equal to the overburden pressure when the film thickness has this value. Some sliding 
theories of Lliboutry have this result and seem to require such a bed. We also have not 
considered the case of relatively thin glaciers that are likely to have many air-filled , rather than 
water-filled, cavities at their beds. Because the deviatoric stress at the up-stream side of obstacles 
whose down-stream side contains an air cavity is proportional to the basal shear stress, our 
results should apply eql ally well to such glaciers. 

The ratio Ws/ S , which to a first approximation is equal to the ratio of the annually averaged 
traveling-wave velocity to surface velocity of any glacier whose yearly motion occurs primarily 
during periods of abundant basal melt water, is independent of both the amount of water present 
at the bed and to the pressure within this water. Moreover, the predicted value of this ratio, 
namely I + ni , is the same for the water-pressure case and the water-film case. It is not possible, 
therefore, to decide using a measured value of the traveling-wave velocity and of the surface 
velocity whether water-film thickness or water pressure is the more important factor in 
producing an increased sliding velocity in a glacier. Nevertheless, the fact that the observed 
traveling-wave velocities do agree reasonably with predicted values adds very important field 
support to all theories of glacier sliding in which the predicted sliding velocity is always 
proportional to the basal shear stress raised to a power of the order of two to five and the sliding 
velocity increases when either the amount of water or the water pressure or both increase at the 
bed. (It is also possible to have the sliding velocity increase while the water pressure decreases if 
an increase in the amount of water counteracts the effect of a decrease in water pressure.) The 
traveling-wave observations are almost inexplicable to any theory in which the sliding velocity 
does not have this dependence on basal shear stress. 
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